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1 Summary 
This document presents a short descrip on for the se ng up and usage of the source code developed to 
support the immersive performance for the ReInHerit project that took place at the Bank of Cyprus 
Cultural Founda on on the 19th of May 2023. The purpose of the document is to facilitate users who wish 
to recreate a similar experience to their own premises. The code for the applica on can be accessed from 
the following GitHub repository link: h ps://github.com/CYENS/ReInHeritArApp. 
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1 Introduc on 
“ReInHerit a Musuem” was a performance that took place on May 19th 2023, at the Bank of Cyprus Cultural 
Founda on in Nicosia, Cyprus. The performance included live instrumental musician, projec on mapping 
with genera ve visuals, and an Augmented Reality applica on that visitors used to view a virtual 
exhibi ons with artefacts that are not in the permanent public exhibi on of the Founda on.  

The Augmented Reality applica on was developed using the Unity Game Engine and the Lightship 
Augmented Reality Developer Kit (ARDK) and deployed to the Google Play store and Apple App store 
through which visitors could download it. The applica on provided informa on for 12 artefacts from the 
private collec on of the Founda on, which were also 3D-scanned and presented as interactable 3D virtual 
models. Before the performance, and within the exhibi on areas another 12 phones each associated with 
one of the artefacts were placed at certain loca ons along with a paired Bluetooth speaker. When visitors 
viewed and interacted with the virtual artefacts, these interac ons were tracked and stored at a cloud-
based database. The addi onal phones that were placed within exhibi on space, run an applica on (base 
sta on) which listened to the events on the database, and whenever a new interac on was observed, it 
triggered an event which played music specifically composed for the event. Each of the base sta ons 
included six music tracks, that each started playing in order a er an interac on was triggered. The tracks 
did not play in a loop.  

2 Guidelines for reuse 
These are the proposed steps to be followed when se ng up a system for such a performance: 

 The mobile phones that contain the Base Sta on applica on should be hidden so that no one can 
interfere with them. Also, visitors should not be able to reach them or see them so that the immersion 
of the project is not broken. Also, if it is possible, the devices should include locking mechanisms to 
avoid the . 

 The Bluetooth speakers should also be hidden from the eyes of the visitors and placed near points of 
interest. This will make the exhibi on more interac ve and engaging. 

 When every mobile phone and Bluetooth speaker is set up, the Base Sta on applica on should be set 
up. First, the mobile phone must be connected to the internet in order to be able to connect to the 
project’s database and receive or send data to it. Then, inside the applica on, the number of the 
exhibit must be configured. Once this is done, the applica on will receive updates once certain events 
occur during the performance. 

 If a user views or interacts with an exhibit, the project’s database records the data for further analysis. 
The interac on event for each exhibit is also sent to the corresponding Base Sta on applica on. When 
this happens and for every interac on, a specific sound starts playing that is previously loaded in the 
applica on.  

It is important to men on that data collected during the event do not contain any sensi ve private 
informa on about the visitors or the performers. The applica on tracks the following data: 

1. Interac ons. When the user interacts with an exhibit, the ac on is recorded along with the me 
it happened. 

2. Views. When a user starts or stops viewing an exhibit the applica on records both events and 
creates two mestamps. This is to determine the dura on that the user was viewing each exhibit. 
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More details regarding the specific app will be provided in dedicated sec ons of the ReInHerit digital hub 
with manuals, instruc ons, guidelines and links to the source code for the recrea on of the experience, in 
a more “personalized” context for other poten al cultural heritage sites across Europe. 

3 Technical Guidelines 
“ReInHerit a Museum” is a loca on-based augmented reality applica on for mobile devices (Android and 
iOS) that assists with the promo on of cultural heritage sites, by offering an interac ve experience to 
guests. 

3.1 Lightship Scans 
The applica on uses the Lightship SDK for Unity in order to recognize specific areas and project the 
artefacts. The areas used to create the AR experience must be scanned first. 

To scan those areas, we need to use the Wayfarer applica on which is currently available only on Android 
mobile phones (h ps://wayfarer.nian clabs.com/). Through it, the user can use the mobile phone’s 
camera and record videos of the area that is going to be used in the AR experience. Then the video is 
uploaded on the Nian c servers and processed to create a mesh that will later be used to place the AR 
objects in the scene. Depending on the traffic on the servers, this process can last from 1 to 5 days. Once 
the mesh is created, it can be downloaded and imported to Unity. A erwards anchors can be placed 
around this mesh which represents the AR object that will appear on the applica on. Lastly, all the anchors 
along with their loca on data and the AR object are stored in a Manifest file that Lightship SDK is using. 
Each area that is going to be used corresponds to one Manifest file. All these files are then loaded into the 
Loca on Manifest Manager. By calling the LoadWayspotAnchors func on, the applica on can load all the 
AR objects for that specific area and are able to be viewed through the mobile phone’s camera.  

 

Figure 1. Wayfarer applica on. 
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Figure 2. Mesh inside Unity. 

 

Figure 3. The anchor is placed manually around the mesh. 
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Figure 4. The Loca on Manifest Manager holds the Manifests and their corresponding anchors. 

 

Figure 5. LoadWayspotAnchors func on. 

3.2 Loading Screen 
The applica on's loading screen can be used to customize the applica on's appearance and helps ini alize 
it. This screen contains two sec ons, the logo area and the partners area. There are two images which can 
be changed according to each event. 
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Figure 6. Loading Screen with the ReInHerit logo. 

 

Figure 7. The logo and the partners images can be switched in Unity. 

3.3 UI and Naviga ng through the Applica on 
In this sec on we go through the screens that appear when the user starts the applica on. The first screen 
is an introduc on to the event/exhibi on. It contains a simple text with scrollbar. Throughout the 
applica on, every text is handled by the Localiza on package from Unity which is used to configure 
localiza on se ngs and adds support for mul ple languages (for this event English and Greek). Each text 
that needs to appear in several languages needs to have the “Localize String Event” component. At the 
top of the screen there is also a small discreet bu on that switches between English and Greek. Lastly, 
when the user presses the circular pink bu on at the bo om of the screen, the main applica on menu 
loads. 
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Figure 8. Introduc on screen with scrollable text. On the top right the user can switch between English and Greek. 

The second screen contains a list of all the 3D objects that were scanned from the museum and are used 
in the AR applica on. For the ReInHerit event, 12 objects were used and could be displayed. By clicking on 
one of the objects, a new window appears which shows a preview of the object along with a small 
descrip on about it. Also, as indicated by a small icon next to object, the user can rotate the object and 
view it from different angles. Finally, when the user is ready to start exploring, the top right yellow bu on 
with the camera icon leads to the area selec on screen. That bu on appears only when the user is close 
to the loca on of the event. 
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Figure 9. Screen that lists all the objects available in the applica on. 

 

Figure 10. Preview of the object along with a brief descrip on. 
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3.4 GPS 
The applica on should be working only in the area where the event should take place. This is why before 
the user can check the areas of the exhibits, the applica on uses the mobile phone’s GPS to check its 
loca on. Then the applica on compares the la tude and longitude of the current loca on and the loca on 
of the event which is stored in the applica on. The distance of the two loca ons is then compared with a 
minimum threshold that can be set beforehand. The GPS should be ac vated once the applica on starts 
(by using Unity’s func on Input.loca on.Start) just to get the ini al loca on of the user and then be 
deac vated (Input.loca on.Stop) to save ba ery. 

 

Figure 11. If the applica on is out of range the yellow bu on with camera icon disappears. 

 

Figure 12. Code sample that starts and stops the GPS func on. 
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The third screen of the applica on contains the list of all the areas that are available to be scanned. When 
the user touches one thumbnail, a new smaller window pops up with a wider image of the area. The user 
should stand roughly in the same posi on as shown in the image and then touch again the camera bu on 
at the bo om of the window to scan the area and begin the search for the AR Objects. 

 

Figure 13. List of the areas that are available to be scanned. 
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Figure 14. Larger image of the selected area. 

3.5 Exhibi on Loca ons Manager 
The Exhibit Loca ons Manager holds all the info about the loca ons that are going to be used for the AR 
applica on. Every new loca on needs to be added to the list along with the following data: 

 Name: The name of the area. It is used to dis nguish between the areas that are in the applica on. 
 Index in Manifest List: The index of the Manifest that is going to be selected from the Manifests 

list. 
 Index in UI: The index of loca on in the Area selec on screen. 
 Number of Anchors interacted with: The number of anchors (AR Objects) that the user has 

interacted with so far. At the start of the applica on this variable is 0. 
 Number of Anchors at loca on: The anchors (AR Objects) that are available to be viewed at that 

loca on. 
 Thumbnail: The image that is used is the Area selec on screen. 
 Sprite: The image that is used when an Area is selected in the Area selec on screen. It helps the 

user to find the correct loca on to stand. 
 Temporary Overlay: An outline image of the area that helps the user to hold the mobile phone’s 

camera in the correct angle. 
 Anchors: These are all the prefabs that are spawned in the area and are responsible for the AR 

objects that will be shown. 
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Figure 15. The Exhibi on Loca ons Manager script. It shows two loca ons named Tutorial (debug area) and the Cloth area. 

3.5.1 Outline Overlays 
To make it easier for the user to posi on be er in the museum and view the exhibi ons, some area 
overlays were created. When the user first scans the area with the camera, an overlay of it appears on the 
screen. By matching the outlines of the overlay to the scanned area, we help the user to align correctly 
with the exhibits and interact with them. To create these overlays, we took pictures of these areas 
beforehand under ideal ligh ng condi ons. Then Photoshop was used to isolate the most significant 
features of the images and create their outlines. It is also important to men on that these images are also 
the ones that are used in the area selec on menu which also helps the users to orient themselves in the 
museum. 
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Figure 16. Image of the area that can be scanned (le ) and the overlay of it that was created in Photoshop (right). 

3.6 Exhibit Models Manager 
The Exhibit Models Manager is responsible for spawning the correct models from a list of prefabs. For 
these prefabs we use the Addressable Asset System from Unity. It allows the developers  to ask for an 
asset via its address. The asset can reside locally or remotely and then can be loaded whenever it is 
needed. For the ReInHerit exhibi on, the assets are hosted remotely on a server. That means that any 
changes in the models can be made without the need to rebuild the applica on or the user to download 
the applica on again.  

 

Figure 17. The Exhibit Models Manager and its list of AR Objects that can be spawned. 
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3.7 Prefabs and Exhibit models 
For each exhibit model that is going to be used in the applica on, a specific prefab needs to be created to 
be used in the Exhibit Models Manager. That prefab holds every func onality that is needed for the AR 
experience. Specifically, the “ArtExhibit” prefab has two important scripts on it, the “ExhibitItem” and the 
“TriggerHandlers”. 

 ExhibitItem: It holds references to some parts of the prefab and controls the minimum and the 
maximum scale range that the model can reach when the user interacts with it. 

 TriggerHandlers: This script handles most of the interac ons that the user can perform. It checks 
if the user has viewed or has interacted with the AR object. From here, the minimum distance for 
interac on can be set. It is also responsible for the object’s texture. If the user is not at the 
minimum distance from the object, the texture’s color becomes dark. As the user gets closer the 
texture becomes clearer. If the user then interacts with it, the inverted texture is used to change 
the color of the object. Finally, the sphere collider that is on this prefab should be customized so 
that the developers can change the interac on area. 

For future events, new AR objects can be created by simply adding a new model to “ArtExhibit” prefab 
under its child root called “GraphicRoot”. 

3.8 Views and Interac ons 
As it was men oned before the script “TriggerHandlers” handles most of the events and interac ons that 
the user can perform on an exhibit. Before an interac on with an exhibit can begin, the user needs to be 
a certain distance from it. This is controlled by a sphere collider in Unity that can be adjusted for each 
exhibit. 

 

Figure 18. Green sphere collider that defines the limits that the user must be to begin any interac ons. 
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At first, the exhibits appear hidden with a black texture. As the user gets closer to them, the texture 
gradually appears. When the whole texture is revealed a small tap icon appears which signals the user that 
he can now interact with the exhibit by touching it and change its texture to nega ve colors. The sphere 
collider and the distance the user must cover to reveal the exhibit’s texture are customizable through 
Unity’s editor. 

 

Figure 19. Corou ne that checks the user's distance from the exhibit and slowly reveals it as the user gets closer. 

 

Figure 20. Adjustable se ngs in the Unity editor such as the ac va on distance. 

3.9 Firebase and Data Handling 
The two types of data that are stored are how many users have viewed (and for how long) an exhibit and 
if they managed to interact with it. Both are stored online by using Google’s online Database solu on 
called Firebase and specifically the Firestore database. The views are recorded when the user enters the 
aforemen oned sphere collider that exists in every exhibit and are updated with an exit me when the 
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user exits the collider (in order to calculate the dura on of viewing). Interac ons are recorded if the users 
tap the exhibit when prompted by the applica on and change the exhibit’s texture. 

 

Figure 21. Code snippet of sending a view or interac on event to Firebase. Each event gets registered along with a unique userID. 

 

Figure 22. Records of view events inside the Firestore database in chronological order. 
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Lastly, the Firestore database sends any incoming interac on events to the Base sta ons so that a sound 
can be played. This is done automa cally by the database if the Base sta on registers with that event for 
a specific exhibit. 

 

Figure 23. Registering with a specific exhibit. Each me a new interac on happens, the database informs the base sta on. 

   

3.10 Base sta on 
The Base sta on applica on is responsible for playing various sounds when a user interacts with a specific 
exhibit. Each Base sta on can be assigned to one exhibit. Before the performance the exhibits should each 
be given a number (this is done through their prefab se ngs in the TriggersHandler script and assigning a 
value to the “Art Number ” variable). Then when the applica on is launched, assign the correct “Art 
Number”. A er that the Base sta on will listen for interac on events that correspond to that exhibit ID 
and will play a sound if there is one added. 

 

Figure 24.Base sta on UI. On the top le  input field, the user specifies which exhibit this Base sta on is for. Pressing the "Set 
Sta on Id" the base sta on registers with the database and receives any new interac ons that can occur. 

It should be noted that the Base sta on needs to be connected to the internet during the performance to 
communicate with Firebase. 


